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About This Game

Alien Splatter Redux is all about those golden gaming days, where the only thing you knew was how to avoid homework and
play computer games. Remember destroying things that wanted to take over the world in true 8-bit fashion? Relive your golden

days in retro style with Alien Splatter Redux

Eight massive levels to conquer, each with it's own dangerous traps to dodge!

Huge end level bosses to completely destroy with your weapons

Actual 8-bit graphics, (with an included extra retro screen if it wasn't retro enough for you)

Listen along to a chiptuned soundtrack while blasting aliens to your hearts content

Extras and Steam Achievements to, umm unlock!
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Title: Alien Splatter Redux
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Sinclair Strange
Publisher:
Sinclair Strange
Release Date: 28 Jul, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: Pentium 4 or higher

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 256MB or higher

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 30 MB available space

English
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Pros:
- Fun little game
- Graphics are nice

Cons:
- Nothing really. CheeseSteak!!!!

Gota Love This Game!!
Amazing SoundTracks and fun bullet hell with a slice of full comedy dialog and funny stuff
the gameplay is what i like i like playing this fully its a very fun game to play

gota need more chapter if can its only around 1-5 chapter stage but you guys did great love it!
Wonder What Will Happen Next! I Cant Wait!!. Fairly easy game, you really need to up the difficulty past hard to make it
worth while. Very quick games which is nice, but for $5 price tag and nothing really left to do but play it over and over (not
really entertaining) 30 mins of gameplay is really all i got out of this.. The game is so full of bugs its literally unplayable for
more than 1 season. Can keep top riders. Can't get promoted even though you have great results.

The realism you would expect from a manager game is not there. Signings and promotions are based on a made up system by
the makers of the game.

This title needs a complete makeover before I would recommend it again.

I hope the makers will feel some shame and do a great 2019 version.. T7YW is a strategy game developed by Oliver
Keppelmüller.

Update Nov,28: Since the game now features a tutorial which makes the game more accessible, I am now at a point in which I can
recommend the game. There are still some bugs in the game, but the dedication of the developer and the pace in which problems are
tackled give me the impression that the problems won't last for a very long time.

Video Commentary can be found here: https://youtu.be/k11-Fc0nkGI

In terms of gameplay mechanics I have to say that the amount of customization and things to do the game is fairly widespread.
So in terms of content the game has got you covered pretty well.

However, there are still some negatives to be found in this game:
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 Framerate drops when hovering over cities and moving around with buildings

 Research UI is a mess: Due to dependencies spread across 5 tabs, you sometimes have to click 5-6 times to research
prequesite technologies. Now pretty much fixed with Update 1.083. 

 Loading screens inbetween seasons(all 6 months ingame) disturb the flow of the game

 Inconsitent UI elements that make it hard to figure out which one are interactive and which are not

 Game Requires Direct play, which is a depricated api and in some cases cause compatibility issues(crashes and lags)

 Missing tutorials make getting into the game unecessarily harder. Tutorials are now ingame and working properly as
of 1.086. An own tutorial for the battle viewer is not necessarily required, but it would be neat nonetheless. 

Update Nov,28: As stated above the game is now in a state in which I can consider a recommendation for it. The pricetag might be
a problem to some people, but all in all the content which is in the game is enough in my opinion.. Will have you yelling racial slurs
at magnets in under 20 minutes!. Absolute crap.. This is a great game supported by fantastic developers. Most studios would be
charging out the wazoo for DLC packages instead of providing loads of new content 100% free of charge. I cannot speak highly
enough about either the quality of the game, or the dedication of the developers. There's also a dedicated mod community
offering every submarine you could every want to play. Five stars!. First one hour of game is good but next.... It's so hard! Took
about an hour and a half to finally beat! Such a fun time killer. Totally worth the 50 cents!
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I had high hopes for this game, as I purchased it several years ago in it's early stages and it showed potential. In it's newly full
release state, the game still lacks depth and finesse. While many of the game mechanics are sound, the execution is finicky and
at times even broken. The 'infinite' worlds to be explored are moderately sized squares with resources clustered in the middle a
short stroll away.. I'm in the body of a rather attractive female strapped to a couch. If I were anally retentive I'd say that
enjoying the helplessness of women is not very appropriate in a politically correct fishbowl.

But, hell, I don't care.. Do not buy this game unless you love techno music, and bright lights. By love I mean, have posters on
your walls of techno bands, your ipad is 3\/4th techno music, and so on. The game doesn't even do that right you look at dubstep
and how it has a drop and different pitches, this is more like techno generic song one A, then on to game two remix of generic
song one A, and so forth. There is no other music that I came across in my hour of play, and an hour which gave me a head
ache.

The music in the game plays no part in how the tower defense handles. It is no surprise that as of writing this the front page does
not have a video, for it it did people would see it for what it truly is. If that's not bad enough, the back round on the screen is
always exploding in some bright, in your face way with, with sound wave bars, or just odd shapes. The best way to describe this
is if you have ever been to a club, stood in the middle of the dance floor, had people bumping into you, as you stare up into a
strobe light and let the mind numbing, repetitive remix of the same song you heard the last 4 song melt your brain.

The tower aspect of the game alone is not too bad, it can offer a challenge, and there is a volume slider in the game so you could
turn the in game music off all together, and play your own music, but you would still have to deal with the brightness.

At times the screen will also shake, making it feel like your in a boat, or middle of a club, trapped with little air, surrounded by
mindless sheep.

The way the gameplay handles, is simple, but never rewards you on winning a match, more of, yup that's nice go away do the
next one like a chore. I find it hard to believe even those who love techno music will enjoy this, but no doubt someone will, and
be that as it may.. This is truly one of the nicest German routes one can have besides Hamburg-Hanover and Munich-Garmisch
Partenkirchen. The Berlin Main station looks very detailed and so does the route to Lutherstadt Wittenberg via the intermediate
underground station before the train emerges from the tunnel. You can run the ICE 1 , ICE 2 , ICE T , Talent 2 , BR423 ,
Siemens ES64U2 from HRQ in different liveries with the various IC\/EC consists you can think of or even the DB red Double
decker coaches with driving cab end on this route and not feeling awkward at all or else , you can let your imagination run wild
by running the ICE 3 and still fits on it. There 's even a third-rail equipped S-bahn map with over 20 stations on a 12km track in
this route and the suitable stock for that can be downloaded at no cost as well when you search for BR481\/BR482. The only
bummer is the long awaited QuickDrive update that never seems to arrive here on Steam as promised but again it can be fixed
by downloading an update to this route on Virtual Tracks and the end result , the QuickDrive is quite decent with AI trains
moving around the route on almost every timeslot you choose.. its way too easy to beat this game. repetitive.. Excellent game
that reminds you of a D and D experience and will punish you for not being thoughtful in your actions. Plenty f comedy, loots,
maps, and overall just fun experiences. I laugh often when I die due to the funny scenario I found myself in.. This game is
amazing.
The only thing that sucks is the playerbase being small.
Other than that, this game is Amazing, the controls are smooth and the graphics are nice. the main idea of shooting to cover turf
is pulled of flawlessley.
Please buy this game and help out the community. I wish I wasn't stupid :(. Your character is constantly falling. You look around
and press directions to control (to some degree) how your character falls, dodging any otherworldly beings. If you get hit, you
die. You also possess a phase-out cooldown ability that allows you to effectively dodge any being that is going to collide with
you. Once you safely reach a node at the bottom, the level ends. Whilst this may sound a little bland, the visuals and sound
combine to form a truly memorable experience. It felt like a journey through the warp from the Warhammer universe.

The difficulty is greatly reduced to almost effortless by playing on the easiest game mode (which is confusing called 'Hard'). I'd
recommend playing on the middle difficulty mode ('Nightmarish') so you don't exhaust the title too soon.

7/10. Hi, It is unplayable, Litterally crashes on the first screen.
10\/11 Highly recomended. Perfect Magicka Experience.
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